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You Can Bank on BatmanYou Can Bank on BatmanYou Can Bank on BatmanYou Can Bank on Batman

BatmanBatman RobinRobin

Actor Basil Karlo turned into the murderous Clayface, 

a creature of shape-changing protoplasm. He now 

possesses incredible strength, and can transform his 

clay-like body into any form!

Mission BriefingMission Briefing

LegendLegend

Story Mode CharactersStory Mode Characters

Area 1Area 1AREA 1AREA 1

11
Smash the 

telephone in the 

left corner to fi nd the 

fi rst of fi ve hidden 

phones in the level. 

Down the nearby alley, 

pull the lever on the 

wall to open the gate. 

Assemble the pieces 

on the ground into a 

grappling area you can 

use to reach the ledge above. Run along the ledge and pull 

the next lever to open a gate below. Climb the ladder to 

reach a LEGO canister above; then drop to the ground and 

enter the now-open gate for another LEGO canister.

Grapple to the 

building’s upper 

walkway, then use the 

zip line on the right 

to cross to the next 

building. Run along 

the walkway and drop 

to the ground. Put the 

loose parts back on 

the vehicles involved 

in the accident in the 

street. Dispose of the goons trying to shoot you on the 

mean streets. 

22

aa

There is a LEGO canister 

behind the glass window 

on the street. Use the Sonic 

Suit to bust the glass and 

grab your prize. Access the 

security checkpoint on the 

wall of the building on the 

right to open the door on the 

building’s right side. Run inside and grab the LEGO 

canister.

33

Grapple to the 

walkway above, 

then assemble the 

loose LEGOs you 

fi nd to create a zip 

line. Cross to another 

building where you 

fi nd a Demolition Suit 

changer. Using your 

new suit, destroy 

all the shiny metal 

equipment on the ground below. Destroy the telephone 

on the building where the road crumbles; this is the 

second phone of fi ve located on the level.

44

LEGO canister

Free play LEGO 

canister

Suit changer

Super secret 

item

FPFPFP
FPFP

FP
FPFP

11

6677

2233

44

55
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F Play aFree Play Area aeea

Have a super-strong 

character pull the heavy 

container off the manhole 

cover on the ground. Use the 

Demolition Suit to blow the 

top off, then jump inside for 

a LEGO canister.

Use a super-strong 

character to toss the 

heavy containers out of the 

alley. Grapple to the ledge 

above, then zip-line to the 

building on the left. Use the 

Demolition Suit to break the 

windows, then grab the LEGO 

canister inside.

55
77

Use the 

Demolition Suit 

to destroy the large 

tank on the truck 

blocking your path, 

then jump in and 

move it out of the 

way. Destroy the 

telephone booth in 

the right corner at the 

street’s end to fi nd the 

third phone. Next, use the Demolition Suit to clear the big 

rig blocking the road, then head down the cleared street.

66

LegendLegend

Area 2Area 2AREA 2AREA 2

aea

Use the Sonic Suit to 

smash the barrels and 

assemble the LEGOs into 

metal siding on the wall. Use 

the Magnet Suit to climb to 

the ledge above for some 

studs.

11

FPFP

FP

FPFP

11

22

33
44

55

66

Free play LEGO 

canister

Red power brick

Suit changer

Super secret 

item

FPFP

you can bank on batmanyou can bank on batmanyou can bank on batmanyou can bank on batman
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On the wall 

where the road 

dips is the fourth 

telephone you must 

smash. Demolish 

the objects in the 

next courtyard and 

assemble the pieces 

into a Technology 

Suit changer. Access 

the tech panel on the 

back wall to take control of a remote-control car. Steer 

it over the yellow and green ramp to the right and enter 

the building. Once inside, drive along the switches on the 

back wall and turn the three red lights to green; the main 

door now opens for you.

44

Fr Play Ar aFree Play Area

Fr Play Ar aFree Play Area

aa

Use a character who isn’t 

affected by toxic sludge 

and break the equipment on 

the wall as you run through 

the stuff on the road. On 

the other side, switch to a 

character who can bypass the 

security on the wall and open 

the red door. Once inside, pull the lever on the wall 

to open the small garage door you just passed. Later 

in the level, you’ll open a door to an area containing 

some red cars. Drive one of those cars back into this 

area, and the garage door next to it will open. Get 

another car and drive it into this second garage; the 

garage door to the left will open, so grab the LEGO 

canister inside.

Use a super-strong 

character and pull the 

heavy box out of the wall. 

Head inside a passageway 

that leads you to a balcony 

above, where you can add 

another LEGO canister to 

your collection.

Use the Sonic Suit on 

the glass fence in the 

back right corner to access 

an Attracto canister. Destroy 

all the objects around the 

area, and use the Attract Suit 

to gather 25 LEGOs. Fill up 

the Attracto canister machine 

with 25 pieces, and it makes a LEGO canister for you.

22

33

55

There’s Clayface! 

A few good 

hits and he runs 

off to hide. Smash 

the fi fth and fi nal 

telephone booth on 

the right building to 

get another LEGO 

canister. Use the 

Demolition Suit to 

destroy all the silver 

equipment in the area. Place bombs along the black gate 

to bust more equipment on the other side. Keep placing 

bombs along the gate and you’ll hurt Clayface, who is 

trying to hide behind the gate. When you eventually 

destroy part of the black gate blocking your path, head 

through it. Use the Demolition Suit on the silver wall in 

the back to reveal a red power brick for your collection. 

After you hit Clayface a certain number of times, he 

retreats to the top of a back cell. Use your Batarang on 

the three switches on the back wall. After you hit all 

three, Clayface gets sprayed with a gas and falls into a 

cage. Your fi rst prisoner!

66

CAUTIONCAUTIONCAUTIONCAUTION

Wave after wave of goons charge in to stop you. Take them 
out before you go after Clayface to avoid going to pieces.

22
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An Icy ReceptionAn Icy ReceptionAn Icy ReceptionAn Icy Reception

AN ICY RECEPTIONAN ICY RECEPTIONAn Icy ReceptionAn Icy Reception

BatmanBatman RobinRobin

A scientist specializing in cryogenics, Dr. Victor Fries 

froze his wife to prevent her death from a rare disease — 

but he was injured in the lab, and found himself unable 

to survive outside a sub-zero environment. As Mr. Freeze, 

consumed by anger, he uses frozen weaponry in a battle 

against the city of Gotham, and wears a refrigerated suit 

which gives him remarkable strength.

Mission BriefingMission Briefing

LegendLegend

Story Mode CharactersStory Mode Characters

LEGO Canister

Free play LEGO 

canister

Suit changer

FPFP

Area 1Area 1AREA 1AREA 1

Assemble the 

objects on the 

ground into two 

separate cannons. 

After you complete 

each cannon, jump 

multiple times on 

the circle switches 

behind each one to 

make them fi re on 

the vehicles in the 

distance, destroying them. Smash some objects on the 

left and use the loose LEGOs to fi x the ice-cream truck. 

Drive it over all the metal objects in the area and then 

park it on the large circle at the area’s center. Assemble 

the remaining pieces nearby to form a lever. Pull the lever 

to make the truck drop down and a giant ice-cream cone 

come up. Smash the cone for a LEGO canister.

11 Fr  Play Ar aFFreeee Play Areea

Use a super-strong 

character to pull the 

panel off the left wall and 

grab the LEGO canister 

hidden behind it.

22

FPFPFPFP

FPFP

FPFP

FPFP

11

22

33

44

55 66
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Fr Play Ar a Free Play Area 

Use a character who can 

bypass security at the 

left building. Use a super-

jump character to leap onto 

the platform against the back 

wall. From there, super-jump 

up the wall, going from bar to 

bar until you reach the LEGO 

canister at the top.

33

Fr  Play Ar aFFreeee Play Areea

Fr Play r aFree Play Area
Break the container 

along the right building 

and assemble the pieces into 

a bar high overhead. Use a 

super-jump character to leap 

up and grab it. From there, 

jump to the ledge nearby. 

Travel up the building’s 

side until you reach another LEGO canister to add to 

your stash. While you’re up there, smash the boards 

covering the window and head inside for another 

LEGO canister.

To the right of the giant 

mouth is a high bar 

you can reach with a super-

jump character. Destroy the 

equipment at the top with 

a bomb to reveal a LEGO 

canister.

44

66

Smash the 

objects in the 

corner and assemble 

the LEGOs into a 

Magnet Suit changer. 

Break the hinges on 

the gate with your 

Batarang to clear the 

way to the other side 

of the fence. Use the 

Magnet Suit to climb 

the metal siding to the left of the giant mouth, and keep 

pulling the lever on the platform above until the giant 

ice-cream cone turns red. Drop to the ground and pull 

another lever until the giant ice-cream cone next to you 

turns blue. This opens the giant mouth door to the right; 

enter it.

55

LegendLegend

Area 2Area 2AREA 2AREA 2

11

22

3

44

55

FPFP

FP

FPFP

FPFP

66

77

88

99

1010
Free play LEGO 

canister

Red power brick

Suit changer

FPFP
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Destroy the 

objects on the 

ground and assemble 

the leftovers to form 

a Glide Suit changer 

and a turnstile. Push 

the turnstile to lower 

a gun on the wall that 

was blocking your 

way so you can glide 

to the walkway in 

the distance, following the line of studs through the air. 

Assemble the gears on the ground to fi x the footbridge so 

Robin can cross.

11

CAUTIONCAUTIONCAUTIONCAUTION

Don’t touch the pink ice cream, because it will give you an 
ice-cream headache you will never forget.

Use a Batarang 

to drop the 

hanging ice blocks 

and assemble the 

pieces to form some 

stairs. Climb up them 

and jump onto the 

yellow circle switches; 

this makes it safe to 

cross over the pink 

ice cream. Use the 

Magnet Suit to climb the metal wall. Assemble the pieces 

at the top to create a grapple line so Batman can cross.

22

F Play aFFreeee Play Areea

Glide over to the platform 

against the back wall. 

Access the security panel 

on the wall to open a small 

door. Head inside and use a 

bomb to blow up the silver 

equipment in the back left 

corner. Follow the pink 

hallway to the right; pick up a LEGO canister at the 

end. Use the Joker’s hand buzzer on the generator on 

the right wall, and a giant ice-cream cone forms on 

the ground for you to smash.

33

After you pass 

the large fan in 

the ground and the 

coil heading to the 

ceiling, glide toward 

the screen to fi nd 

a score-multiplier 

platform that contains 

some valuables. Next, 

using the Magnet 

Suit, walk up the 

metal grating near the right wall; assemble the pieces 

at the top to form a box. Push the box over the edge, 

breaking it apart again. Assemble the new pieces to 

create a moving platform, then jump on for a ride. Use 

the Magnet Suit again to walk up the metal side; pull the 

lever you fi nd to open the door below you.

44

aeea

Use a super-jump 

character to reach the 

walkway against the back 

wall; then use a super-strong 

character to pull the grate 

off the fl oor. Drop down to 

the next fl oor and smash 

everything. Your partner will 

jump on the circle switch to raise a crate to your left; 

grab the red power brick that is hidden underneath.

55

aea

Use a character who 

can withstand toxic 

substances and step onto the 

orange fl oor switch to stop 

the deadly gas. Destroy the 

shiny equipment with a bomb 

to reveal a LEGO canister.

66

Glide through the 

air, following the 

line of studs. Push the 

turnstile’s green side 

to send a grappling 

hook over to Robin. 

Once he jumps on, 

push the turnstile’s 

red side to bring him 

over to you. Jump 

onto the large circle 

switch to turn the ramp into stairs. Your partner will run 

up and step on another circle switch so you can join him.

77

an icy receptionan icy receptionan icy receptionan icy reception
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It’s time to take 

on Mr. Freeze. 

Give him some 

punches as he travels 

back and forth across 

the room.  Eventually 

a large fan starts 

blowing and blocking 

you from the back of 

the room. Assemble 

the LEGOs in the 

room’s center to form a gun. Jump multiple times on the 

circle switch to fi re across the room and break the powerful 

fan. Next, use the Magnet Suit to climb up the metal wall 

on the room’s side. Cross to the other side of the mixing 

bowl and pull the lever to make some LEGO pieces appear 

on the fl oor below. Repeat this process for the other mixing 

bowl on the room’s other side. 

CAUTIONCAUTIONCAUTIONCAUTION

Quickly jump across the floating platforms before they drop 
into the hot steam, killing you. 

Use a Batarang 

to break the 

equipment above the 

two mixing bowls, 

and they fi ll with a 

purple liquid. Get 

inside the ice gun 

on the platform, and 

blast the liquid to 

freeze it so you can 

cross. Use the Magnet 

Suit to climb the metal wall, and pull the lever at the top. 

Drop down and use the grapple line to reach a walkway 

above.

88

Free Play AreaFree Play Area

Glide through the air, 

following the line of 

studs to the next platform. 

Break the equipment and 

assemble the pieces to form 

a zip line so Robin can cross. 

Destroy a grate in the wall 

with a bomb, then head into 

the duct that was behind it. Ride the breeze from the 

fan in the ground up to a LEGO canister. Pull the lever 

on the wall to shut off the fan so you can get out. 

Use your mind control to force the thug in the booth 

to pull the lever on the wall and open the door. Head 

inside and grab the LEGO canister.

99

Push the cart 

along the 

checkerboard-pattern 

fl oor until you hit the 

white equipment. 

Jump on the brown 

switch on the right, 

and your partner will 

jump on the red one. 

This stops the steam 

that was blocking 

your exit; now you can leave.

1010

Area 3Area 3AREA 3AREA 3

11

Assemble those 

LEGOs to form 

some carts you can 

push across the fl oor 

to the room’s other 

side. This causes a 

hanging ice block to 

move over Mr. Freeze, 

crashing down on his 

head, which forces 

him down to your 

level. Give him a few punches, until he is all out of health 

and you win.

22

11

22
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two-face chasetwo-face chasetwo-face chasetwo-face chase

two-face chasetwo-face chasetwo-face Chasetwo-face Chase

BatmobileBatmobile BatCYCLEBatCYCLE

Former District Attorney Harvey Dent, AKA Two-Face, is 

a villain with a split personality. His every decision is 

dictated by a double-headed coin, scarred on one side, 

which he fl ips to decide if he’ll act for good, or for evil. 

His truck is a heavily-armored vehicle painted with his 

distinctive black-and-white livery.

Mission BriefingMission Briefing

LegendLegend

SToRY MODE vehiclesSToRY MODE vehicles

Area 1Area 1AREA 1AREA 1

It’s time to clean 

up the streets of 

Gotham. Head down 

the street, blasting 

everything in sight. 

Shoot out the fence 

along the buildings on 

the right and destroy 

the vegetable cart to 

uncover the level’s fi rst 

of three secret items.

11

Head down the 

street toward 

the screen, and shoot 

the last red manhole 

cover on the ground 

to receive the LEGO 

canister hidden 

underneath.

As you drive 

along the street, 

destroy the three 

large blue Dumpsters. 

After you obliterate 

the last one, you get 

a LEGO canister. With 

the canister in hand, 

roam the streets 

blasting the enemy 

vehicles, knocking the 

largest one onto its side. Use your tow line and drag it to 

the police so you can move on to the next area.

22

33

11

22

33

LEGO canister

Super secret 

item
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LegendLegend

Area 2Area 2AREA 2AREA 2

After you enter 

the area, follow 

the road toward the 

screen and shoot the 

blue Dumpster along 

the left building for a 

LEGO canister. 

11

Head straight 

down the fi rst 

street, going to the 

right. Take out the 

scaffolding along the 

building to receive 

a LEGO canister. 

Head north along the 

streets and cross the 

broken road. Take out 

more scaffolding for 

another LEGO canister. Hit the vegetable cart in the back 

right corner to fi nd the level’s second secret item.

As you drive 

around the 

streets, shoot the 

blue and white cars. 

After you destroy all 

three, you get a LEGO 

canister. Continue 

along the mean 

streets and blast the 

three enemy vans in 

the area. Drag them 

behind your car to the authorities, who are waiting in the 

map’s back right corner; then head to the next area.
22

33

F Play aFFreeee Play Areea

When you are on the 

map’s other side, head 

down the ramp to get close 

to the water. Place the Joker’s 

van on the parking pad, and 

a nearby crane drops a crate 

onto the docks. Inside is a 

LEGO canister for you to nab.

44

FPFP

FPFP

11

22

33

44

55

LEGO canister

Free play LEGO 

canister

Super secret 

item

FPFP
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F Play aFree Play Area

While still on the dock, 

drive Harley Quinn’s 

monster truck onto another 

parking pad. Again, a crane 

drops a crate containing a 

LEGO canister; collect it.

55

LegendLegend

LEGO canister

Red Power Brick

Super secret 

item

Area 3AREA 3

After you enter 

the area, head to 

the fi rst park. Drive 

into the back left 

corner, where you’ll 

fi nd an alcove with 

a red power brick 

inside. Destroy the 

phone booth nearby 

to uncover a hidden 

LEGO canister.

11

With your guns, 

blast Two-

Face, who has been 

driving around the 

streets; then use your 

grappling line to drag 

his vehicle to the 

police on the right, 

where they drop a 

bomb on him. Do this 

two more times until 

his health is gone.

44

9999999999

primagames.comommm

11 22

33

44

Fr Play Ar aFree Play Area

Use a bomb to destroy 

the metal fence and 

blast the level’s third and 

fi nal vegetable cart to obtain 

a LEGO canister.

22

Drag a bomb from the 

dispenser on the back 

wall into the metal fence 

on the area’s right side, and 

collect all the hard-to-get 

goodies that were inside the 

fenced area.

33

two-face chasetwo-face chasetwo-face chasetwo-face chase
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A Poisonous AppointmentA Poisonous AppointmentA Poisonous Appointment

BatmanBatman RobinRobin

Pamela Lillian Isley, AKA Poison Ivy, adores plants and 

uses plant-based toxins in her criminal activities. Her 

athletic build gives her the ability to jump extra high, and 

she can create new minions with her mutated seeds.

Mission BriefingMission Briefing

LegendLegend

Story Mode CharactersStory Mode Characters

Area 1Area 1AREA 1AREA 1

Plant the four 

sets of seeds in 

the back garden to 

grow some super-

large carrots. Destroy 

the new crop; when 

the last carrot is 

gone, a LEGO canister 

appears for you to 

snatch. Destroy the 

bottom garden and 

assemble the pieces to form a tractor. 

11

There are two 

more gardens. 

Destroy the bottom 

one and assemble 

the leftover pieces to 

create a mower that 

takes off mowing. 

Now tear up the top 

garden, and assemble 

the loose LEGOs to 

create a sprinkler and 

fi x the tractor. Ride the tractor over some newly sprouted 

fl owers to make them bloom; then smash them to pieces. 

22

 Fr Play A aFree Play A ea

Use a super-strong 

character to toss the 

large containers, leaving only 

LEGO debris. Use the Attract 

Suit to suck up 25 pieces 

and deposit them into the 

Attracto canister. This forms 

a vehicle you can drive back 

across the green ooze.

33

aa

Use a Batarang to 

destroy the moss 

hanging from the tree. 

Assemble the leftover bits to 

form a grappling line you can 

use to get into the tree. With 

a fl ying character, glide to 

the tree on the right, where 

you can add a LEGO canister to your stash.

44

LEGO canister

Free play LEGO 

canister

Suit changer

FPFP

FPFP
11

22

33

44

55

66
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A Poisonous AppointmentA Poisonous AppointmentA Poisonous AppointmentA Poisonous Appointment

primagames.com

LegendLegend

Ride the tractor 

over the large 

metal box and 

assemble the leftover 

pieces to form a Sonic 

Suit changer. Use the 

new suit to shatter 

the glass windows 

and the door of the 

house you fi nd. With 

the door gone, head 

inside.

55

 Free Play AreaFree Play Area

Use the Demolition Suit 

on the equipment by 

the house and assemble the 

leftovers to form a grapple-

hook area. Use it to reach the 

roof for a collection of studs.

66

Area 2Area 2AREA 2AREA 2

 F aFree P ea

Use the Demolition 

Suit on the metal gate 

protecting the trees. Head 

inside and smash away for 

some valuable loot.

11

Use the Sonic 

Suit to destroy 

the glass tubes on 

the building’s side. 

This kills the tall 

fl owers blocking your 

path, allowing you 

to continue. Use the 

Sonic Suit to shatter 

the glass wall. Head 

inside and use the suit 

again on the glass equipment on the wall. There are two 

more pieces of glass equipment you must shatter along 

the next building. After you break all three, the fl owers 

blocking an alcove wither away, letting you through. 

Break all the stuff inside, then assemble the pieces on the 

ground to create an Attract Suit changer.
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 Fr aFree P ea

Use the Heat Protection 

Suit to run through the 

heating lamp and into the room. 

Plant the seeds on the ground, 

then pull the lever on the wall to 

turn off that heat lamp. Use the 

Technology Suit to access the 

green tech panel on the wall. 

This activates the sprinklers overhead, which you can use to 

water the seeds on both sides 

of the room. After watering 

the seeds and growing the 

plants, a LEGO canister 

appears in the room’s 

center—get it.
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 Fr Play r aFree Play Area

A large container with 

a large red fl ower is 

blocking the way to the back 

area. Use a super-strong 

character to push it out of the 

way. Jump on the fan on the 

ground, and ride the breeze 

to the top of the large fl ower. 

Jump from fl ower to fl ower, getting higher in the sky 

as you go. From the third and highest fl ower, jump to 

the street to add a LEGO canister to your collection.

44

Bash the 

container against 

the wall to fi nd the 

fi rst of three large 

hidden carrots. Smash 

the vegetation at 

the road’s end, and 

assemble the loose 

pieces to make a 

potted plant. Get a 

super-high bounce 

off the leaves to reach the top leaf; then grab the bar on 

the wall. Move along the bar until you can jump and grab 

a LEGO canister.  There is an Attracto canister next to the 

door leading out. Use the Attract Suit to collect 25 loose 

LEGOs, then deposit them into the canister. This creates 

a bomb that the man-eating plant promptly swallows. 

Quickly back up, and when the bomb detonates, it 

destroys the large plant blocking the way to the next area.
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 F Play aFF ereee Play A erea

Use the Heat Protection 

Suit to grab the studs 

over the red-hot pipes. Use a 

swimming character to jump 

in the container of water; at 

the bottom, follow the tube 

to the right to fi nd a LEGO 

canister.
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Use a Batarang 

to destroy the 

equipment overhead; 

this forms a ladder 

you can climb. Run 

along the ledge to 

reach the opposite 

side of the water tank. 

Smash the equipment 

to reveal a second 

large carrot and some 

loose pieces you can turn into a bar on the wall. Smash 

more objects and assemble the leftovers into a Heat 

Protection Suit.
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Walkthrough

A Poisonous AppointmentA Poisonous AppointmentA Poisonous AppointmentA Poisonous Appointment
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Wait for the lid of 

the plant to close, 

then jump over to a 

nonmoving leaf. Wait 

for the lid of the next 

plant to close before 

you jump across to the 

ledge beyond. Using 

Batman, jump to the 

red hot ledge on the 

right and assemble the 

pieces on the ground to form a zip line; use it to reach the 

other side. Run through the doorway on the next platform.
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Use a super-strong 

character to pull the box 

out of the wall. Head into 

the alcove beyond to reach 

a short tunnel below, fi lled 

with studs. Get to the top 

leaf nearby, and use a fl ying 

character to glide to the wall’s 

high ledge. Use the Magnet Suit to climb the metal 

wall and smash all the equipment on top. Assemble 

the loose pieces to create a turnstile you can push. 

This opens the container on the left, which has a 

LEGO canister inside for you to nab.
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Smash all the 

equipment in 

the area and use the 

Attract Suit to pick up 

25 pieces. Deposit the 

LEGOs in the Attracto 

canister in the back 

corner. This completes 

the door in the right 

wall so you can move 

forward. Before you 

go, head around the wall on the right and jump on the red 

pipes for a LEGO canister.

11

 Fr aFF ereee P eea

Pull the lever on the back 

wall to fi ll the yellow 

tank. Use a bomb to destroy 

the shiny equipment, then 

assemble the pieces to form 

another lever and a generator. 

Pull this lever to fi ll the red 

tank. Use the Joker’s hand 

buzzer to get the generator working and fi ll the blue 

tank. A glass door opens in the wall, revealing a red 

power brick.
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 Fre Play r aFree Play Area

Use a bomb to destroy 

the red tanks on the 

back wall, revealing another 

carrot. Smash the carrot to 

reveal a fan in the ground; 

ride its breeze into the air to 

grab a LEGO canister. 

33

Smash all the 

equipment 

on the ledge you 

are standing on. 

Assemble the loose 

pieces on the ground 

to form some plants. 

Jump on the plant to 

create giant fl owers, 

in the green ooze you 

can jump on to get to 

the othr side. As you move across the fl owers, jump to 

the bar on the far wall. Leap inside the small alcove for a 

LEGO canister. Return to the fl ower and jump to the other 

side. Smash the objects on the ground and assemble the 

leftovers into a turnstile; push this to open the exit door.

44

Finally, it is time 

to bring the 

calamine lotion to 

Poison Ivy. Take out 

any enemies who rush 

you, and use your 

Batarang to chop up 

all the vegetation in 

the area. Near the 

far left giant plant, 

assemble some loose 

pieces into a bomb. When it explodes, the plant dies 

and Poison Ivy jumps out of its mouth and into the next 

giant plant. Continue fi ghting and smashing everything 

and everybody in sight until you see more bomb-making 

pieces at the middle plant’s base. Assemble these and 

repeat what you did on the fi rst plant. Use the process 

again to take out the third and fi nal man-eating plant 

until only Poison Ivy is left to fi ght. Throw a few punches 

at her, then tag over to your partner to throw a few more. 

Continue to attack, tagging back and forth until this 

deadly lady is history.
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